
What is Stress
Stress is defined as the resistance force acting per
unit cross section area of the body. It is also
defined as the ratio of applied load to the cross
section area of the body.
 



What is Stress
•

•

Considered a body which is subjected to an external
load. Due to this applied load, internal forces induce
within the body. This internal force is called as resisting
force and the direction of resisting force is opposite to
the direction of applied load. The resisting force induced,
resists the deformation in the body. When this resisting
force is taken on unit basis, we get a quantity called
stress.
Within certain limit the resisting force induced in the
body is proportional to the deformation produced. This
certain limit is called elastic limit. Within this elastic
limit the resistance force is equals to the applied load.
 



What is Stress
•

•

So finally the stress is defined as the ratio of applied load to the
cross section area. It is denoted by the symbol σ (sigma).
Mathematically,

 

Since resisting force is equals to the
applied load i.e. P = R. So (within
elastic limit)

Where,                 R = Resisting force induced in the body.
                              P = Load applied on the body.
                              A = Cross Section area of the body.



What is Stress

•

•
•
•
•

The basic units of stress in S.I units i.e. (International system) are N /m2 (or
Pa)
MPa = 106 Pa
GPa = 109 Pa
KPa = 103 Pa
Some times N / mm2 units are also used, because this is an equivalent to MPa

MPa = 10^6 Pa
!0^6 N/m^2
=10^6 N/mm  10^3 xmm10^3
= 10^6 N/mm^2 x 10^6
= N/mm^2



•





TYPES OF STRESSES :

      Only two basic stresses exists : (1) Normal stress and

(2) Shear stress.

      Other stresses either are similar to these basic stresses

or are a combination of these.

 

 e.g.

 Bending stress is a combination tensile, compressive

and shear stresses.

 Torsional stress, as encountered in twisting of a shaft is

a shearing stress



(i)

1. Normal Stress: the stress that acts perpendicular to the
cross section area is called normal stress.
Normal stress is further sub divided into two types
(i) Tensile stress
(ii) Compressive stress
 

Tensile Stress: When a body is subjected to two equal and
opposite pulls, than the stress induced in the body is
called tensile stress. Tensile stress results in the increase
in length and decrease in the cross section of the area of
the body.

 
(ii)  Compressive Stress: When a body is subjected to two
equal and
opposite pushes, than the stress induced in the body is called
compressive stress. Compressive stress results in the
increase in the cross section area and decrease in length of
the body.



• Normal stresses : We have defined stress as force per unit area. If

the stresses are normal to the areas concerned, then these are

termed as normal stresses.

 

This is also known as uniaxial state of stress, because the stresses acts only
in one direction however, such a state rarely exists, therefore we have
biaxial and triaxial state of stresses where either the two mutually
perpendicular normal stresses acts or three mutually perpendicular normal
stresses acts as shown in the figures below :



• The normal stresses can be either tensile or compressive whether
the stresses acts out of the area or into the area
 



Shear Stress
• When a body is subjected to two equal and opposite forces acting

tangential to the resisting section, than the stress induced in the
body is called shear stress. The shear stress tries to shear off the
resisting section. The shear stress acts tangential to the area. It is
denoted by symbol ‘τ’ (tau).
 

τ = P/A



What is strain

When an external force is applied on a body, there is some change occur in the
dimension of the body.  The ratio of this change of dimension in  the body to it
 actual length is called strain.  Strain is dimensionless quantity.
 
Mathematically,

strain= (change in length)/(original length)
 

    ϵ= dl/l



Types of strain:
Strain in mechanics is of four types and these are:
 
1. Tensile strain: The strain produced in a body due to tensile
force is called the tensile strain. The tensile force is always
results in increment of the length and decrease in the cross
section area of the body. In this case the ratio of the increase in
length to the original length is called tensile strain.

e= ϵ= dl/l
 
2. Compressive strain: The strain appears due to the compressive
force is called compressive strain. In compressive force there is a
decrease in the dimension of the body. So the ratio of the
decrease in the length of the body to the original length is called
compressive strain.

e = ϵ= dl/l

 
 



3. Volumetric strain: The ratio of the change in the volume of a
body to the original volume is called the volumetric strain. In
volumetric strain there is a change in the volume of the body due
to application of the external forces.
 

ϵv  = δV/V
 
4. Shear strain: The strain which is produced in a body due to
shear force is called shear strain.



Shear strain (ϒ) = Transverse Displacement / Distance from lower
face

               = δl/l = tan φ = φ         (for small value of φ in radians)



What is Stress Strain Curve?
 
Stress strain curve is the plot of stress and strain of
a material or metal on the graph. In this the stress is
plotted on y- axis and its corresponding strain on
the x-axis. After plotting the stress and its
corresponding strain on the graph, we get a curve,
and this curve is called stress strain curve or stress
strain diagram. The stress strain curve for different
material is different. It may vary due to the
temperature and loading  condition of the material.









How to Draw Stress Strain Curve or Diagram
A tensile test is done on the material for the drawing the stress

strain curve. A specimen of specific dimension is taken generally
a circular rod. A tensile test is than conducted on this rod by the
use of tensile testing machine.

In this test, the specimen is fixed at one ends and tensile load is
applied on the other end. The value of load and the extension in
the rod is noted down. As we have noted down the load and
extension, the stress and the corresponding strain can be easily
calculated.

The formula that is used for the calculation of stress and strain
are:
 

Where,
σ = stress
P = Load
e = strain
dL = extension
produced in the rod
L = original length
A = cross section area











We plot a graph between the stress and strain and a curve is
obtained.

 
 This curve so obtained is called the stress strain curve or stress

strain diagram.
 
The stress strain curve for the same material is different for

different temperature and loading condition of the material.
 
In the graph the slope represents the young’s modulus of the

material.
 



Stress Strain Curve

Stress strain curve has different regions and points. These regions and
points are: 
(i)  Proportional limit
(ii)  Elastic limit
(iii) Yield point
(iv) Ultimate stress point
(v)  Fracture or breaking point



(i) Proportional Limit:
 
It is the region in the strain curve which obeys hooke’s law i.e. within elastic limit 
stress is directly proportional to the strain produced in the material.  In this limit t
 ratio of stress with strain gives us proportionality constant known as young’s
modulus. The point OA in the graph is called the proportional limit.
(ii) Elastic Limit:
 
It is the point in the graph upto which the material returns to its original position
when the load acting on it is completely removed.
Beyond this limit the material cannot return to its original position and a plastic
deformation starts to appear in it. The point A is the Elastic limit in the graph.

(iii) Yield Point or Yield Stress Point:
 
Yield point in a stress strain diagram is defined as the point at which the
 material starts to deform plastically. After the yield point is passed there
 is permanent deformation develops in the material and which is not
reversible. There are two yield points and it is upper yield point and
lower yield point. The stress corresponding to the yield point is called
 yield point stress. The point B is the upper yield stress point and
 C is the lower yield stress point.



(iv) Ultimate Stress Point:
 
It is the point corresponding to the maximum stress that a material can handle
before failure. It is the maximum strength point of the material that can handle
the maximum load. Beyond this point the failure takes place.
 Point D in the graph is the ultimate stress point.
 

(v) Fracture or Breaking Point:
 
It is the point in the stress strain curve at which the failure of the material takes 
 The fracture or breaking of material takes place at this point.
The point e is the breaking point in the graph



What is Elasticity
When an external force is applied on a body and it undergoes
some deformation. If the body returns back to its original shape
and size on complete removal of the load, the body is called
elastic body. This property by which any material regains its
original shape and size when load acting on it is completely
removed is called elasticity

Elastic Limit: It is defined as the value of stress upto and within
which the material return back to their original position (i.e. shape
and size) on the removal of external force.

If the value of external force is such that it exceeds the elastic
limit, than the body will not completely regain its original position.
The body loses its property of elasticity to some extent. And if the
external force acting on the body is removed, in that condition the
body will not return to its original shape and size and there will be
a residual deformation in the material.



What is Young’s Modulus?
Young’s Modulus: The ratio of tensile or compressive stress
to the  corresponding strain within elastic limit is called
young’s modulus.
Young’s modulus is also known as modulus of elasticity.
It is denoted by E.
The formula of Young’s modulus is given by

Where
σ = Tensile or compressive stress,
e = Є = Tensile or compressive strain,
E = young’s modulus or modulus of
elasticity.
 



What is Modulus of Rigidity?
Modulus of Rigidity or Shear Modulus: It is defined as the
ratio of shear stress  to the corresponding shear strain
within elastic limit.
 
It is denoted by C or G or N
 
The formula of modulus of rigidity is given by

Where
τ = Shear stress
ɸ = Shear strain
C = Modulus of rigidity
 



What is Hooke’s Law
 According to the Hooke’s law, when a material is loaded within

elastic limit, the stress induced in the material is directly
proportional to the strain produced. It means that the ratio of
stress with the corresponding strain gives us a constant within
elastic limit. The constant is known as Modulus of Elasticity or
Modulus of Rigidity or Elastic Modulii.

In the Stress strain curve the proportionality limit indicates the
Hooke’s law. The  curve shows linearity within elastic limit. The
ratio of stress and corresponding strain  in the stress strain
curve gives us Young’s Modulus
 
Mathematically

δl = Pl/AE



•

•

•

The various elastic constants in strength of materials are
 
Young’s modulus or modulus of elasticity

 
Modulus of rigidity or Shear Modulus

 
Bulk Modulus



Elastic Constants :- Young’s Modulus, Modulus of
Rigidity and Bulk Modulus

Young’s Modulus: It is defined as the ratio of tensile
stress or compressive stress to the corresponding strain within elastic
limit. It is denoted by symbol E. It is also known as modulus of elasticity
or elastic modulus.

 

Where
E = Young’s Modulus
σ = Tensile or compressive stress
e = Tensile or compressive strain
The SI unit of Young's modulus is N/mm2



Modulus of Rigidity: It is defined as the ratio of shear stress to corresponding
shear strain within elastic limit. It is also known as shear modulus.
 It is represented by C or G or N.

Where
τ = Shear stress
ɸ = Shear strain
The SI unit of C is N/mm2
 



Bulk Modulus : It is defined as the ratio of direct stress to the
corresponding volumetric strain within elastic limit. It is denoted
by K.

σ = Direct stress
(dV/V) = Volumetric strain



Members Subjected to Uniaxial Stress
For a prismatic bar loaded in tension by an axial force P, the elongation of the bar
can be determined as

Suppose the bar is loaded at one or more intermediate positions, then equation
(1) can be readily adapted to handle this situation, i.e. we can determine the
axial force in each part of the bar i.e. parts AB, BC, CD, and calculate the
elongation or shortening of each part separately, finally, these changes in
lengths can be added algebraically to obtain the total charge in length of the
entire bar



Problem 1. A square steel rod 20 mm  x  20 mm in section is to carry an axial load
(compressive) of100 kN. Calculate the shortening in a length of 50 mm. E = 2.14 x 10^8
kN/m^2
 
Sol.

Area A = 20 x 20 = 400 mm^2
length l = 50 mm
Load P = 100 x 10^3 N
E = 2.14 x 10^8 kN/m^2 = 2.14 x 10^8 x 10^3/(10^6)   N/mm^2
   = 2.14 x 10^5 N/mm^2

We know ,
δl = Pl/AE
    = (100 x 10^3  x 50) / (400 x 2.14 x 10^5)
    = 0.0584 mm

Hence the shortening of the rod = 0.0584 mm
 



Problem 2. A hollow cast iron cylinder 4 m long, 300 mm outer dia. and thickness of
metal 50 mm is subjected to a central load on the top when standing straight. The
stress produced is 75000 kN/m^2. Assume E = 1.5 x 10^8 kN/m^2.  Find  (i)
magnitude of load, (ii) longitudinal strain produced and (iii) total decrease in length.
 
Sol.

Outer diameter, D = 300 mm
Thickness, t = 50 mm
Length, l = 4 x 10^3 mm
Stress, σ = 75000 kN/m^2

    = 75 N/mm^2 = 75 MPa
E = 1.5 x 10^8 kN/m^2
    = 1.5 x 10^5 N/mm^2

Inner diameter of the cylinder, d = D – 2t = 300 – 2x 50 = 200 mm
(i) Magnitude of load, P:

σ = P/A
or P = σ x A = 75 x (π/4)(D^2 – d^2)

   = 75 x (π/4)(300^2 – 200^2) = 2945.2 x 10^3 N = 2945.2 kN
(ii) Longitudinal strain, e:

e = stress/ E = 75/1.5 x 10^5 = 0.0005
(iii) Strain = δl/l

0.0005 = δl/4000
          δl = 0.0005 x 4000 = 2 mm



Problem 5: A steel tie rod 50 mm in diameter and 2.5 m long is
subjected to a pull of 100 kN. To what length the rod should be
bored centrally so that the total extension will increase by 15 %
under the same pull, the bore being 25 mm diameter? Take E =
200 GN/m^2



 
D = 50 mm
L = 2.5 m = 2.5 x 10^3 mm
P = 100 x 10^3 N
d= 25 mm
E = 200 x 10^9 Pa = 200 x 10^3 Mpa

 
Stress in solid rod,

σ = P/A = 100x10^3 /[(π/4)x 50^2] = 50.92 Mpa
Elongation of solid part,

δl = σ  x L /E = 50.92 x 2500 / (2 x 10^3) = 0.636 mm
 
Elongation after rod is bored = 1.15 x 0.636 = 0.731 mm
 
Area of reduced section = π/4 (50^2 – 25^2) = 1472.62 mm^2
 
Stress in reduced part, σ’ = 100 x 10^3 / 1472.62 = 67.93 Mpa
 
Elongation of rod = [σ (2500 - x) /E] + [σ’ . x/E] = 0.731
 
This gives , x = 1.12 x 10^3 mm
 



When either the axial force or the cross – sectional area varies continuously alon
 axis of the bar, then equation (1) is no longer suitable. Instead, the elongation ca
 found by considering a deferential element of a bar and then the equation (1) be

i.e. the axial force Px and area of the cross – section Ax must be expressed as
functions of x. If the expressions for Px and Ax are not too complicated, the
integral can be evaluated analytically, otherwise Numerical methods or
techniques can be used to evaluate these integrals



Stresses in Non – Uniform bars
Consider a bar of varying cross section subjected to a tensile force P as shown b

Let
a = cross sectional area of the bar at a chosen section XX, then
Stress σ = P / a
If E = Young's modulus of bar then the strain at the section XX can be calculated
ε = σ  / E
Then the extension of the short element δx.



Now consider the bar tapers uniformly from d at x = 0 to D at x = l

In order to compute the value of diameter of a bar at a chosen location let us
determine the value of dimension k, from similar triangles



therefore, the diameter 'y' at the X-section is
y = d + 2k
Hence the cross –section area at section X- X will be

hence the total extension of the bar will be given by expression

We can say that
Area of cross-section for for Non-
Uniform bar,
A = (π/4)x Dxd

δl = PL/AE



FACTOR OF SAFETY
 
While designing a component, it is necessary to provide sufficient
reserve strength in case of an accident. This is achieved by taking
a suitable factor of safety(FS).
 
The factor of safety is defined as

FS = Failure stress / Allowable stress   or
FS = Failure Load / Working Load

The allowable stress is the stress value, which is used in design
to determine the dimensions of the component. The allowable
stress (σ) is obtained by using the following relationship:

 σ = Syt / FS (for ductile material)
 

 σ = Sut / FS (for brittle material)
 
 



Factor of safety depends upon the following factors:
 
1. Effect of failure: (i.e. Seriousness or loss of time or financial loss or danger

to human life....) Eg.: Bearing failure of gear Box ........  Low FS
         Failure of Valve of pressure vessel.....   High FS

2. Type of load: while designing for static load ..... Low FS
           while designing for impact load ..... High FS

3. Material of component: For homogeneous ductile material ..... Low FS
                For Non-homogeneous C.I.   .........   High FS

4. Degree of accuracy in force analysis:
If the forces acting are determined precisely ........   Low FS
If the force magnitude & direction is uncertain / unpredictable  .......  High

FS
5. Reliability of component: In certain applications like continuous process

equipment, power stations or defence equipments, high reliability is
expected........   High FS

6. Cost of component: Low FS for cheaper components
7. Testing of machine element: Low FS, if tested under actual condition of

service.
8. Service condition:

If the component is exposed to corrosive condition; High temperature etc.
(High FS)

9 Q alit of man fact ring: For high q alit man fact ring (means dimension



What is Thermal Stress?
Stress which is induced in a body due to change in the temperature is known
as thermal stress and the corresponding strain is called thermal strain.

Thermal stress induces in a body when the temperature of the body is raised
or lowered and the body is not allowed to expand or contract freely. No
stress will be induces in a body, when it is allowed to expand or contract
freely.

Considered a body (for example a rod) which is heated to a specified
temperature?

Let, L = Original length of the rod,
T = Rise in temperature,
E = Young’s modulus,
α = Coefficient of linear expansion and
dL = Extension produced in the rod

Due to the increase in the temperature, there is an extension produced in the
rod. When the rod is allowed to expand freely, the extension produced in the
rod is given by

 



This is shown in the diagram given above, here AB is the original length of the rod
 BB’ is the extension produced in the rod.  Suppose a compressive load P is applie
 the end BB’, Due to this compressive load, there is a decrease in the length of th
 from (L + dL) to L. Compressive stress and strain is produced in the rod and is g

Thrust or load on the rod is given by



Formula of the Thermal Stress and Strain
When the ends of the rod is rigidly fixed with the supports and
the rod is heated to a certain temperature, here the extension in
the rod is prevented because we have rigidly fixed it’s both the
ends. Stress and strain is setup in the rod. The stresses and
strain setup in the rod is known as thermal stresses and strains.

 
Thermal strain is given by

 
 Where , e = Thermal strain

  σ = Thermal stress
 
Thermal stress induced is given by



Stress and Strain When the Supports Yield:
 
If the supports at the ends yield by an amount equal to the δ, then



Poisson’s Ratio
•

•
•

It is defined as the ratio of lateral strain to the longitudinal strain within elastic limit. It
means that when a material is loaded within elastic limit than the ratio of lateral strain
to the longitudinal strain gives us a constant called poison’s ratio.
It is denoted by the symbol μ.
The value varies from 0.25 to 0.33. For rubber its value varies from 0.45 to 0.50.

 
Mathematically 
 
 

Longitudinal Strain: When an axial tensile or compressive load is applied on a
body, then there is an axial deformation appears in the length of the body. The
ratio of axial deformation to the original length of the body is called as
longitudinal strain



Lateral Strain: When an axial tensile load is applied on a body, there is an
increase in the length of the body. But at the same time, other dimensions
which are at right angles to the line of action of the applied load decreases.
The strain which produced at right angles to the direction of the applied load is
known as lateral strain

The lateral strain is of opposite kind i.e. if the longitudinal strain is tensile (comp
 the lateral strain will be compressive (tensile). So from the formula of poisson’s 
 algebraically lateral strain can also be expressed as
Lateral strain= -μ x Longitudinal strain
Here the minus sign is used to indicate the opposite nature of both the lateral an
 longitudinal strain.



For most engineering materials the value of m his between 0.25 and 0.33
 
Three – dimensional state of strain :
Consider an element subjected to three mutually perpendicular tensile stresses sx ,
 syand sz as shown in the figure below.
 

If σy and σz were not present the strain in the x direction from the basic definition of
Young's modulus of Elasticity E would be equal to
 

ϵx= σx/ E
 
 



The effects of σy and σz in x direction are given by the definition of
Poisson's ratio ‘ μ' to be equal as -μ σy/ E and -μσz/ E
 
The negative sign indicating that if σy and σz are positive i.e.
tensile, these they tend to reduce the strain in x direction thus the
total linear strain is x direction is given by



Relation between E, G and μ (ϒ) :
 
Consider a cube of material of side ‘a' subjected to the action of
the shear and complementary shear stresses as shown in the
figure and producing the strained shape as shown in the figure
below.
Assuming that the strains are small and the angle A C B may be
taken as 450 .
 

Therefore strain on the diagonal OA = Change in length / original
length
Since angle between OA and OB is very small hence OA = OB
therefore BC, is the change in the length of the diagonal OA





Now this shear stress system is equivalent or can be replaced by a system of
direct stresses at 450 as shown below. One set will be compressive, the other
tensile, and both will be equal in value to the applied shear strain.

Thus, for the direct state of stress system which applies along the diagonals:



Relation between E, K and  μ (or ϒ) :
Consider a cube subjected to three equal stresses σ as shown in
the figure :

The total strain in one direction or along one edge
due to the application of hydrostatic stress is given
as:



Relation between E, G and K :
The relationship between E, G and K can be easily determined by
eliminating  or μ from the already derived relations
E = 2 G ( 1 + µ ) and E = 3 K ( 1 - 2 µ )
Thus, the following relationship may be obtained
 

Therefore, the relations E = 2 G ( 1 +  ) ; E = 3 K ( 1 - 2 )
In actual practice no real material has value of Poisson's ratio
negative . Thus, the value of  or μ cannot be greater than 0.5, if
however   0.5 than εv = -ve , which is physically unlikely because
when the material is stretched its volume would always increase.
 



S-2019: A CI flat 300mm long and of 30mm 50mm uniform section is acted
upon by the following forces uniformly distributed over the respective cross
section; 25kN in the direction of length (tensile); 350kN in the direction of width
(compressive); and 200kN in the direction of thickness (tensile). Determine the
change in volume of the flat. Take E = 140GN /m^2 and m = 4 ( 6 marks)



The stresses in X,Y,Z direction
are:
σx  =
σy  =
σz  =
 
 
 



W-2018: A steel cube block of SAE 1030 material of 60mm side is subjected to force of
10kN
[Tension]; 6kN [Compression]; and 7 kN [Tension] along x, y and z directions
respectively. Determine change in volume of the block. (6 marks)





Bending stresses in beams

When a beam is loaded it is bent and is subjected to
bending moment. So the longitudinal or bending stress
are induced in the cross-section. In order to determine
practical utility of the beam, it is required to establish the
relation between radius of curvature to which the beam
bends, the bending moment, the bending stress and its
cross-sectional dimensions. The equation which
connects these quantities is known as the “Bending
Equation”



Bending stresses in
beamsAssumptions:

The constraints put on the geometry would form the assumptions:
1. Beam is initially straight , and has a constant cross-section.
2. Beam is made of homogeneous material and the beam has
a longitudinal plane of symmetry.
3. Resultant of the applied loads lies in the plane of symmetry.
4. The geometry of the overall member is such that bending not
buckling is the primary cause of failure.
5. Elastic limit is nowhere exceeded and ‘E' is same in tension and
compression.
6. Plane cross - sections remains plane before and after bending.
 



Let us consider a beam initially unstressed as shown in fig 1(a). Now the beam
is subjected to a constant bending moment (i.e. ‘Zero Shearing Force') along its
length as would be obtained by applying equal couples at each end. The beam
will bend to the radius R as shown in Fig 1(b)
As a result of this bending, the top fibers of the beam will be subjected to
tension and the bottom to compression it is reasonable to suppose, therefore,
 that some where between the two there are points at which the stress is zero.
The locus of all such points is known as neutral axis . The radius of curvature R
is then measured to this axis. For symmetrical sections the N. A. is the axis of
symmetry but what ever the section N. A. will always pass through the centre



Bending Stresses in Beams or Derivation of Elastic Flexural formula :
In order to compute the value of bending stresses developed in a loaded beam,
let us consider the two cross-sections of a beam HE and GF , originally parallel
as shown in fig 1(a).when the beam is to bend it is assumed that these
sections remain parallel i.e. H'E' and G'F' , the final position of the sections, are
still straight lines, they then subtend some angle θ.
Consider now fiber AB in the material, at a distance y from the N.A, when the
beam bends this will stretch to A'B’

Since CD and C'D' are on the neutral axis and it is assumed that the Stress on
the neutral axis zero. Therefore, there won't be any strain on the neutral axis.



Therefore,
Strain

Strain = σ/
E



Consider any arbitrary a cross-section of
beam, as shown above now the strain on a
fibre at a distance ‘y' from the N.A, is given
by the expression

Now the term              is the property
of the material and is called as a
second moment of area of the
cross-section and is denoted by a
symbol I.
 



Therefore,
 

This equation is known as the Bending Theory Equation. The above proof has
involved the assumption of pure bending without any shear force being present.
Therefore this termed as the pure bending equation. This equation gives
distribution of stresses which are normal to cross-section i.e. in x-direction.
 



Section Modulus:
From simple bending theory equation, the maximum stress obtained in any
cross-section is given as

For ready comparison of the strength of various beam cross-section this
relationship is sometimes written in the form

Is termed as section
modulus

The higher value of Z for a particular cross-section, the higher the bending
moment which it can withstand for a given maximum stress.

σ  = M / Z



Torsion of circular shafts
 
Definition of Torsion: Consider a shaft rigidly clamped at one end
and twisted at the other end by a torque T = F.d applied in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the bar such a shaft is said to be in
torsion.

Effects of Torsion: The effects of a torsional load applied to a bar
are
(i) To impart an angular displacement of one end cross – section
with respect to the other end.
(ii) To setup shear stresses on any cross section of the bar
perpendicular to its axis.
 



SHAFTS
The shafts are usually circular in section, solid or hollow.  They are made of

mild steel, alloy steel and copper alloys.
Shafts may be subjected to the following loads:

1. Torsional load
2. Bending load
3. Axial load
4. Combination of above three loads.

 
The shafts are designed on the basis of strength and rigidity.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

TORSION EQUATION
The torsion equation is based on the following assumptions:

The material of the shaft is uniform throughout.
The shaft circular in section remains circular after loading.
A plane section of shaft normal to its axis before loading, remains plane
after the torques have been applied.
The twist along the length of the shaft is uniform throughout.
The distance between any two normal cross-sections remains the same
after the application of torque.
Maximum shear stress induced in the shaft due to application of the torque
does not exceed its elastic limit value.



TORSION EQUATION
Consider now the solid circular shaft of radius R subjected to a torque T at one
end, the other end being fixed Under the action of this torque a radial line at the
free end of the shaft twists through an angle ϒ , point A moves to B, and AB
subtends an angle ‘ θ ' at the fixed end. This is then the angle of distortion of
the shaft i.e the shear strain.
Since angle in radius = arc / Radius
arc AB = Rθ
                 = L ϒ [since L and ϒ also constitute the arc
AB]
Thus, Shear strain, ϒ = Rθ / L      ……………………..(1)
We know, Modulus of rigidity

G = Shear stress (τ) / Shear strain (ϒ)
Therefore ϒ = τ / G     ……………………….(2)

Eq. (1) and (2) gives, Rθ / L = τ / G  or  τ/R = Gθ/L
 

strain



Stresses: Let us consider a small strip of radius r and thickness dr which is
subjected to shear stress τ‘.

The force set up on each element
= stress x area
= τ' x 2π r dr (approximately)
This force will produce a moment or torque
about the center axis of the shaft.
=  τ' x 2π r dr . r
= 2 π τ' . r2. dr
The total torque T on the section, will be the sum of all the
contributions.
 

Since τ' is a function of r, because it varies with radius so writing down τ' in
terms of r from the equation (1).
 



Where
T = applied external Torque,
which is constant over Length
L;
I J P l t f



Where
T = applied external Torque, which is constant over Length L;
Ip or J = Polar moment of Inertia
 

(Where, D = outer dia. and d = inner dia.)

G = Modules of rigidity (or Modulus of elasticity in shear)
θ = It is the angle of twist in radians on a length L.

Note: From the relation, T/Ip = τ/R
We get,          T = τ x Ip/R
For a given shaft Ip and R are constants and Ip/R is thus a constant and is
known as polar modulus (Zp) of the shaft section.
Thus  T = τ x Zp
For shaft of given material τ, the max. Permissible shear stress is fixed and
thus the greatest twisting moment that the shaft can withstand is proportional
to the polar modulus of the shaft. Polar modulus of the section is thus



Tensional Stiffness: The tensional stiffness k is defined as the torque per
radius twist
i.e, k = T / θ = GJ / L
 
Power Transmitted by a shaft : If T is the applied Torque and ω is the angular
velocity of the shaft, then the power transmitted by the shaft is
 



COMPARISON OF SOLID AND HOLLOW
SHAFTS(a)Comparison by strength:

In this case it is assumed that both the shafts have same length, material,
weight..and hence have same maximum shear strength/stress.

Let Ds = diameter of solid shaft
DH = External diam. of hollow shaft
dH = internal dia. of hollow shaft
As = cross-sectional area of solid shaft
AH = cross-sectional area of hollow shaft
Ts = torque transmitted by solid shaft
TH = torque transmitted by hollow shaft

.....(13.7)



COMPARISON OF SOLID AND HOLLOW
SHAFTS

....(13.8)

This shows that the torque transmitted by hollow shaft is
greater than the solid shaft, thereby proving that the hollow
shaft is stronger than the solid shaft.



COMPARISON OF SOLID AND HOLLOW
SHAFTS(b) Comparison by weight:

In this case it is assumed that both the shafts have same length and material , and
same torque is applied to both the shafts.

...(13.10)

This shows that for same material, length and
given torque, weight of hollow shaft is less. So,
hollow shafts are economical compared to solid

h ft



 Hollow shaft Solid shaft

 1. Hollow shaft have more torsional
strength of same cross-section  Area.

Solid shaft have less Torsional strength
of same cross section area.

 2. Less weight of hollow Shaft for same
power is transmit. 

More weight of hollow Shaft for same
power in transmit. 

 3. Hollow shaft polar moment of inertia
is
higher than solid shaft.

Solid shaft polar moment of inertia is less
than hollow shaft. 

 4. Hollow shaft is more Strong than solid
shaft. 

Solid shaft is less Strong than hollow
shaft 

 5. Radius of gyration is high of hollow
shaft. 

Radius of gyration is low of solid shaft. 

 6. Hollow shaft is low cost so this shaft is
economical shaft.

Solid shaft is higher cost so this shaft is
not Economical shaft.

COMPARISON OF HOLLOW SHAFT AND SOLID SHAFT







Columns and Struts
Column is a vertical member of a structure subjected to an axial compressive
load, and is long enough to fail by buckling.
 
Column is a long vertical slender bar or vertical member, subjected to an axial
compressive load.
 
Strut is a slender bar or member in any position other than vertical, subjected
to a compressive load and fixed rigidly or hinged or pin joined at one or both the
ends.
 
Slenderness Ratio (L/k) is the ratio of length of the column to the radius of
gyration.
Radius of gyration is defined as the distance from the axis of rotation to a point
where the total mass of the body is supposed to be concentrated, so that the
moment of inertia about the axis may  remain the same.
(Radius of gyration  of a body about the axis of rotation is defined as the radial
distance to a point which would have a moment of inertia the same as the
body's actual distribution of mass, if the total mass of the body were
concentrated there)
 
Buckling or Crippling Load is the maximum limiting load at which the column
tends to ha e lateral displacement or tends to b ckle The b ckling takes place



(1)

(2)

(3)

Types of Columns: Columns are classified as per the nature of failure and
slenderness ratio:
 

Short Columns: Fails under axial compressive load. (fails in crushing)
Its    L/k ˂ 10

 
Medium Columns: May fail in compression and or  Buckling.

(Also known as Johnson or Rankin Column)
Its    10 ˂ L/k  ˂ 90

 
Long Columns: Fails in buckling only.
( Also known as Euler Column)
Its    L/k  ˃  90



Strength of Column depends upon Slenderness Ratio and End Conditions.

(i)

End Conditions:
 

Both ends pin joined or hinged or
rounded or free.

 
(ii) One end fixed and other end free.
 
(iii) One end fixed and other end pin

joined.
 

(iv) Both ends fixed.

Equivalent length or Effective
length (le)
It is the distance between adjacent
points of inflexion.



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Euler’s Theory  (for long columns)
 
Assumptions:

Column is initially straight and of uniform dimensions.
Compressive load is exactly axial and passes through the centroid.
Material is perfectly homogeneous.
Self weight of the column is neglected.
Column fails in buckling only.
Pin joints are frictionless and fixed ends are perfectly rigid.
Limit of proportionality is not exceeded.





 
Sign Conventions for bending
moments
 

A bending moment which bends the
column so as to present convexity
towards the initial line of member will
be regarded as Positive.

A bending moment which bends the
column so as to present concavity
towards the initial line of member will
be regarded as Negative.





EULER’S EQUATION



Limitations of Euler’s Formula
 
•Assumption –Struts are initially perfectly straight and
the load is exactly axial.
•There is always some eccentricity and initial curvature
present.
•In practice a strut suffers a deflection before the
Crippling load.
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